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Abstract
Phase contrast velocity encoded flow measurement was first introduced 30 years ago and have
been subject to constant evolution since. The method has been validated repeatedly to be suitable
for numerous clinical applications. It is capable to visualize and quantify dynamic phenomena
such as blood flow in any part of the human body without being invasive or using ionizing radiation. Recent publications even suggest that velocity encoded imaging should be used as a gold
standard in the flow measurements of great arteries. Despite of numerous possibilities, the method
remains underused.
However, phase contrast flow imaging carries some challenges that are limiting clinical applicability. First of all, magnetic resonance imaging is expensive and time consuming imaging modality.
Currently velocity encoded flow imaging can be seen as a secondary modality which is used if necessary after alternative methods such as ultrasound. Also, phase contrast flow imaging includes
numerous physical and physiological error sources affecting the accuracy of flow measurements.
The understanding of these error sources is important to be able to estimate the accuracy of obtained results. An overview on these error sources is presented in this work. Essential theoretical
basis to understand the physics underlying the error mechanisms are presented and means to
minimize the error are addressed.
The dimensions of human arteries are varying considerably along the flow track beyond the ventricles. Changing geometrical dimension and individual characteristics of cardiac valves are giving a
raise to several spatially alternating flow phenomena such as acceleration artefact and voxel
dephasing. In this work a research is presented where optimal measurement plane to quantify
stroke volume is studied. The importance of optimal measurement plane is studied in both healthy
controls and patients with accelerated flow velocities. In the work it was found that optimal location to measure arterial flow is approximately 2 cm distal from the aortic or pulmonal valve in case
of accelerated flow. In controls no such relation was found between the measurement plane and
the stroke volume. We are also considering the amount of hardware velocity offset in our measurement system and discussing how it affects to the results.

Keywords MRI, phase contrast flow imaging
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Tiivistelmä

Nopeusherkkään vaihekontrastiin perustuva magneettikuvausmenetelmä on tehokas tapa suurten
valtimoiden virtausten tutkimiseen. Menetelmällä on mahdollista määrittää virtauksen nopeus
missä tahansa paikassa ja suunnassa ihmiskehossa ilman ionisoivaa säteilyä tai kajoamista kehon
sisälle. Nykytutkimuksen valossa nopeusherkkiä vaihekontrastimittauksia pidetään erilaisten
sydänsairauksien arviointiperusteena. Menetelmän kiistattomista eduista huolimatta sitä
käytetään tällä hetkellä huomattavan vähän.
Nopeusherkän vaihekontrastikuvantamisen kliinistä käyttöä rajoittavat haasteet
sovellettavuudessa jokapäiväiseen sairaalatyöhön. Magneettikuvaus itsessään on tällä hetkellä
suhteellisen kallis tutkimusmodaliteetti ja sitä on pidettävä sydänsairauksien osalta toisen linjan
kuvantamisemenetelmänä ultraäänitutkimuksen jälkeen. Itse nopeusherkkään vaihekontrastiin
perustuva kuvantaminen on altis useille fysikaaliseen perustaan ja ihmisen fysiologiaan liittyville
virhelähteille. Esimerkiksi kiihtyneessä valtimoverenkierrossa syntyvät turbulenssit ja sydämen
rytmihäiriöt saattavat aiheuttaa merkittävää virhettä mitattuihin tuloksiin. Tässä työssä on tehty
kirjallisuustutkimus, jossa eritellään nopeusherkällä vaihekontrastikuvantamisella saatuihin
tuloksiin vaikuttavat virhemekanismit. Lisäksi käydään läpi mekanismien taustojen
ymmärtämiseen vaadittava teoria ja esitellään keinoja syntyvän virheen minimoimiseksi.
Suurissa valtimoissa kulkevan veren virtauksen luonne on vahvasti paikkariippuvaista. Näin ollen
mitattaessa sydämen tunnuslukuja nopeusherkkään vaihekontrastiin perustuvalla menetelmällä
on mittaukseen käytettävän kuvatason paikalla merkittävä vaikutus tuloksiin. Kuvatason paikan
vaikutusta mitattuun sydämen vasemman ja oikean kammion iskutilavuuteen on selvitetty
kokeellisessa tutkimuksessa. Saatujen tulosten mukaan optimaalinen kuvatason paikka sijaitsee
noin 2 cm etäisyydellä valtimoläpästä distaalisesti potilailla joilla on kiihtynyt valtimoveren
virtaus. Terveillä koehenkilöillä ei kuvatason paikalla havaittu olevan merkittävää vaikutusta
mitattuun kammion iskutilavuuteen. Tutkimuksessa käsitellään lisäksi kokeellisessa osassa
käytetyn laitteiston aiheuttamaa virhettä tuloksiin.

Avainsanat magneettikuvaus, virtausten vaihekontrastikuvantaminen
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1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction to cardiovascular flow measurements
Phase contrast velocity encoded flow measurement was first introduced by Moran et al
[1] 30 years ago and have been subject to constant evolution since. The method has
been validated repeatedly in numerous clinical applications [2-5]. It is capable to
visualize and quantify dynamic phenomena such as blood flow in any part of the human
body without being invasive or using ionizing radiation [6, 7]. Recent publications even
suggest that velocity encoded imaging should be used as a gold standard in the flow
measurements of the great arteries [8]. Despite numerous possibilities, the method is
still at the edge of a great breakthrough and remains underused [9].
However, the method carries some challenges that are limiting clinical applicability.
First of all, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an expensive and time consuming
imaging modality. Currently, velocity encoded flow imaging can be seen as a secondary
modality which is used if necessary after primary methods such as ultrasound [10, 11].
Also, phase contrast flow imaging includes numerous physical and physiological error
sources affecting the accuracy of the flow measurements. Understanding of these error
sources is important to be able to estimate the accuracy of obtained results. The physics
lying under the method is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 each error source is
reviewed and the means to minimize the error is addressed.
The blood flow track from the ventricles to the great arteries is complex. Variable
geometrical dimensions and individual characteristics of cardiac valves are inflicting
flow phenomena. With spatially changing nature of flow, it is likely that also the
amount of error in the flow study is changing depending on measurement location. It is
presumed that there is an location in arterial flow path where the amount of
measurement error is minimized. The position of an optimal plane to measure the stroke
volume is studied in Chapters 4-6. The effect of the measurement plane location is
studied in both healthy controls and patients with flow velocities of 250-500 cm/s. The
amount of hardware velocity offset in our measurement system is also estimated and
discussed how it contributes to the results.
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1.2. Current phase contrast velocity encoded imaging
applications
Phase contrast velocity encoded imaging provides two dimensional (2D) velocity
profiles at any point of cardiac cycle anywhere within human body. In clinical use,
typical application is flow imaging in difficult locations where no other measurement
modality is applicable. Also, when the exact geometrical dimensions of the flow are
needed, the spatial accuracy of the MRI is superior in comparison with other methods.
[5, 12-18]
Basically, in phase contrast velocity encoded imaging the brightness of a voxel
corresponds to the amount of the flow velocity. An example image can be seen in
Figure 1. The techniques that are applied today in clinical routine are commonly 2D,
where velocity encoding may take place either along the direction of the selected image
plane (in-plane) or in the orthogonal direction to the image plane (through-plane). The
flow velocity can be mapped in several directions during single imaging sequence but
usually only one direction is used to save scanning time. In-plane techniques are more
suitable for displaying the velocities along the whole flow track, whereas through-plane
techniques are utilized for quantifying flow through a vessel section of interest. If the
whole pumping cycle of the heart is imaged with suitable time steps, the velocity profile
through the whole R-R interval can be formed in the selected slice.
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Figure 1. An example of through-plane phase contrast velocity encoded image. Aorta is
circulated with a red circle.
Velocity maps are important tool in the assessment of stenosis where the speed of aortic
or pulmonal flow is increased due to narrow ventricular outflow track. In these cases the
speed of the flow and the size of the vessel lumen are important decision making
factors. The known velocity profile and the dimensions of the stenosis can be utilized
further to calculate the pressure gradient over the narrowing. [2, 19]
When the speed of the flow rises, the flow often becomes more complicated and
turbulent. This is normally a problem in quantitative flow measurements. However,
from a physiological point of view it is interesting to know if vortexes exist in flow.
Dyverfeldt et al. have presented study on how to use specially tailored phase contrast
imaging sequence to quantify the amount of complexity in flow [20].
Instantaneous flow volume of a vessel can be derived from through-plane images by
multiplying the velocity of each pixel by the dimensions of the pixel and integrating the
result over the vessel cross section. The flow volume through a vessel cross section can
be plotted over time as a diagram (Figure 2). Integration of the area under the curve
over the R-R interval delivers the total stroke volume. Stroke volume is an essential
parameter in ventricular function assessment and a decrease in the value is seen as a
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sign of cardiac dysfunction. The phase contrast velocity encoded imaging has been
validated to be a very accurate and reproducible method to measure stroke volume. [8,
18, 21]
While it is important to know how much blood is pumped into the arterial system, it is
at least equally important to know if there is blood leaking back to the heart during the
diastolic phase of the heart. This valve regurgitation is an important functional sign of
valve misfunction and can be effectively assessed with a flow volume measurement.
The value that is used to quantify the state of regurgitation is the regurgitant fraction,
which is calculated with equation
.

(1)

The magnetic resonance phase contrast flow measurement is considered the gold
standard for measuring regurgitation in aortic and pulmonary valves. [16, 22-26]

Figure 2. Illustration of the forward and regurgitant flow volumes within a R-R interval
in the measurement plane.
The methods provided by the phase contrast flow imaging are especially beneficial for
patients with congenital heart diseases, especially the tetralogy of Fallot (TOF). TOF
usually involves three out of four typical morphological alterations that are pulmonar
stenosis, overriding aorta, hole between the ventricles and right ventricular hypertrophy
as presented in Figure 3. The first three are strongly affecting the flow in the heart and
can be quantified with phase contrast flow imaging. Often TOF is repaired surgically
within the first year of infant´s life. However, the progress of the disease has to be
controlled over the whole adolescence, which would not be possible with an imaging
modality utilizing ionizing radiation. Common complications that may develop
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substantial in later life include residual stenosis of pulmonary valve and pulmonary
valve regurgitation. These values are most reliably obtained with phase contrast velocity
encoded imaging. [17, 27-32]

Figure 3. Anatomy of the tetralogy of Fallot. Adopted from [33].
Recent developments in MRI scanner technology and computational power have
permitted the use of more complex imaging sequences enabling extensive studies in
clinically applicable timeframe. In the field of cardiac phase contrast flow imaging the
best example is the emerge of the four dimensional (4D) flow imaging. The four
dimensions mean that the complete flow vector can be solved for each voxel in a
volume for the whole R-R time period. 4D imaging is often accompanied with advanced
post processing enabling e.g. particle tracing. An example of a 4D visualization of the
blood flow in aorta can be seen in Figure 4. Multidimensional imaging is especially
useful when flow patterns are studied as ensembles. For example, the vortexes and
turbulentic progression inflicted by a faulty aortic valve can be tracked through the
whole span of ascending aorta. [25, 34-39]

5

Figure 4. Illustration of 4D imaging capabilities in visualizing aortic flow. Adopted
from [36].
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1.3. Alternative methods
Fick´s method, introduced by Adolf Fick in 1870, is probably the oldest credible
method of measuring the cardiac output or the blood volume pumped by the heart in the
time interval of one minute. The method is based on an assumption that the amount of
oxygen consumption of a body is equal to the product of blood flow and the oxygen
content difference between the arterial and venous blood. Based on that principle an
equation can be formed
.

(2)

Indicator dilution technique is a similar method to the Fick´s principle which is based
on the injecting marked solution to the blood stream and measuring how the
concentration of the solution is varying at certain point downstream. Typically, known
amount of cold fluid is injected with a catheter to the blood stream near the entrance of
right atrium. [23, 40]
Bioimpedance based methods of measuring cardiac output are relying on an assumption
that electrical properties in human body are related to the amount of cardiac blood flow
volume. These bioimpedances are measured by applying low-voltage current with highfrequency to thorax through contact electrodes. With known current, voltage and
frequency, impedance between electrodes can be calculated. This impedance can be
substituted in a formula which then returns a value for cardiac output. However, using
limited number of measured values to model the cardiac output is restricting the
accuracy of the method. [40, 41]
Using ultrasound to measure the cardiac output and ejection fraction is based on the
ability to measure both anatomical dimensions and the speed of the flow. The
measurement of flow speed is based on the Doppler effect which states that the
frequency of propagating waves is changed if they are reflected from a moving surface.
When also the cross sectional area of the aortic orifice can be determined from the
ultrasound images, the amount of blood flow relative to the time can be calculated by
multiplying the speed of the flow by the orifice area. The greatest advantage of
ultrasound is affordability and easy applicability without a requirement for special study
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room. However, often the anatomical structures are limiting the views available for
ultrasound and thus making the direct measurement of flow parameters impossible. [40]
In addition to phase contrast velocity encoded flow imaging there is another method of
quantifying cardiac output with the MRI. This method, called magnetic resonance
volumetry, is entirely based on mapping of the inner walls of the ventricles from
anatomical images (Figure 5). If the largest volume of the ventricle during the systolic
phase and the smallest volume during the systolic phase of the heart cycle is known, the
stroke volume of the heart can be calculated by subtracting the two.

Figure 5. Left ventricle 3D model in diastole (left) and systole (right).
Ideally, volumetry should work perfectly as a method of quantifying cardiac output and
ejection fraction. In practice however, as the method is based on pure subtraction, it
counts on a perfect operation of the heart valves. If there is any regurgitation present in
the pumping process, it is not taken into account in the stroke volume. In that respect it
is justified to say that magnetic resonance volumetry provides the stroke volume value
that is representing the best possible situation. [21]
Both single photon emission tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography
(PET) modalities are able to quantify volumes of the left ventricle [42, 43]. Both
imaging modalities are based on the injection of radioactive isotope solution which then
accumulates to the target tissue. This concentration can be imaged with respective
8

detectors and an image computed from the data. The accumulation distribution depends
on the used pharmaceutical agent which is bonded with the radioactive isotope. The
calculations of all volumes are based on a model of the ventricle that is fitted to the
radioisotope image. If the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the image is low or defected
parts of the heart do not collect the imaging agent, the ventricle model is becoming
distorted and an error is produced to the measured values. Also, it has to remembered
that radioisotopes are emitting ionizing radiation and thus are producing some radiation
dose to the patient.
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2. Theory
2.1. Magnetic resonance imaging
2.1.1. Signal origins
MRI is based on the manipulating nucleus magnetic moments i.e. spins. Non-zero spin,
which is a requirement for nuclear magnetic resonance activity, exists only in nuclei
with either an odd mass or odd atomic number or both. Majority of the MRI is based on
the hydrogen nucleus which is satisfying this condition and also the most common
nucleus in human body. When hydrogen nucleus is placed in magnetic field its spins
will align with the field. The alignment of the spins generates a net magnetization which
can be described by equation
,

(3)

where B0 is the strength of external magnetic field, T is the ambient temperature, ρ0 is
the density of spins in unit volume, ϒ is the gyromagnetic ratio, the h is Planck´s
constant and kB is Boltzmann´s constant. The thermal equilibrium net magnetization is
aligned paraller to the main field if it is left undistracted.
In an external magnetic field, spins rotate around the main magnetic field axis with the
Larmor frequency
,

(4)

which states that the frequency is proportional to the main magnetic field strength B0
and gyromagnetic ratio ϒ specific for each nucleus.
Only the time varying part of the magnetization perpendicular to main magnetic field is
capable of inducing a signal in the receiving coil. This component of the magnetization
is referred as the transversal component in oppose to the longitudinal component, which
is parallel to the main magnetic field. In order to generate a MRI signal, the
magnetization must be tipped at away from thermal equilibrium so that the
magnetization lies at least partially in the transverse plane. To achieve this, the spins are
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exposed to a radiofrequency (RF) magnetic field with frequency equal to the Larmor
frequency. The flip angle of the net magnetization vector is controlled by modulating
the strength and duration of a RF pulse. When the RF pulse is switched on, the net
magnetization begins to move away from its alignment with the main magnetic field
and rotate around it. [44-47]

2.1.2. Relaxation
Immediately after the RF pulse, the net magnetization starts to return to thermal
equilibrium. This process is known as relaxation. Relaxation can be divided in to two
distinct processes: The first is the return of net magnetization into alignment with the
main magnetic field which is generally referred to longitudinal or T1 relaxation
according to the time constant describing the process. The longitudinal relaxation of the
net magnetization vector M0 parallel to the external magnetic field can be described by
the equation
,

(5)

where t is the time from signal excitation. A graphical illustration of the T1 decay is
presented in the Figure 6.
The second, usually faster, relaxation process is due to the loss of phase coherence
between spins. Correspondingly, this relaxation process is generally referred to
transversal or T2 relaxation. The transversal magnetization vector Mxy in x-y plane can
be described with time constant T2 as
.

(6)

In reality the decay is even more rapid than predicted by the time constant T2 due to the
actual relaxation is taking place according to time constants T2* as illustrated in Figure
6. The T2*decay is resulting from the variations in the magnetic field. Even with
absolutely uniform magnetic field, the introduction of tissue into the field would
produce subtle local changes in the magnetic field strength.
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Figure 6. Illustration of T1, T2 and T2* relaxation.
T1 and T2 values are strongly dependent on the tissue properties. Additionally, T1 values
are varying corresponding to the strength of the main magnetic field. In T2 the
dependency on the magnetic field strength is weak, but small changes can be observed.
[44-47]

2.1.3. Signal localization
The received signal can be characterized by its frequency and phase as well as by its
intensity. To form magnetic resonance images, it is necessary to determine the location
of the signal through some form of spatial encoding scheme. This is done by using a
non-uniform magnetic field which causes local net magnetization to be encoded in
terms of its precession frequency and phase. The non-uniform fields are generated
through the application of time-dependent magnetic field gradients.
A typical 2D pulse sequence is often started by applying the slice selection gradient GS.
The magnetic field is made slightly non-uniform perpendicular to the desired image
plane by supplying power to the respective gradient coils. Desired image plane can be
selected by applying a narrow band RF pulse. Only the protons in specific plane with
corresponding frequency will absorb the energy from the RF field and induce the
flipping of the net magnetization.
The phase encoding gradient GP is applied along the Y axis. The purpose of this
gradient is to speed up the precession of the protons proportional to their location
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respective to the Y axis. When the gradient is switched off, each proton returns to
precess at the original frequency, but with location dependent phase shift.
The readout, or frequency encoding gradient GF, is applied along the X axis of the
selected slice. This gradient will cause the protons to precess at a slightly higher
frequency where the field is stronger and slightly lower frequency where the field is
weaker respectively. The signal is now accommodating a band of frequencies from the
slice previously excited, where each individual frequency is corresponding to a line in
the slice.
After applying the gradients, the time domain magnetic resonance signal is sampled in
the frequency space or so called k-space in the context of MRI. The location in k-space,
where the signal is recorded to, is depending on the frequency and phase shifts
generated by the gradients (Figure 7). Each sample in the k-space contains both the
magnitude and the phase of the signal. When enough signal samples are recorded to kspace, it can be transformed to a magnetic resonance image by Fourier transformation.
[44-47]

Figure 7. The role of each gradient in signal localization. The darkness of the
background is representing the phase shift of the net magnetization in respective
location.
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2.1.4. Basic pulse sequences
The pulse sequence describes how radio frequency pulses and magnetic field gradients
are arranged together to create desired echo signal. The pulse sequence is repeated
periodically with a time interval called the repetition time TR. Similarly, the time
between initial RF pulse and the maximum echo strength is called the echo time TE.
All of the pulse sequences are generally based on two base sequences called gradient
and spin echoes. In gradient echo sequences the measured echo is generated by utilizing
the gradients to produce a change in field strength and hence a corresponding change in
Larmor frequency along a particular direction. When a magnetic field gradient is
switched on it causes proton spins to lose coherence or dephase rapidly along the
direction of the gradient as they precess at different frequencies. The amount of dephasing caused by one magnetic field gradient can, however, be reversed by applying a
second magnetic field gradient along the same direction with inverted magnitude. If the
moment of the second gradient is the same as the first gradient, the de-phasing caused
by the first gradient is cancelled. The gradient echo is following T2* relaxation since
the gradient re-phasing cannot cancel out spin dephasing caused by the main magnetic
field inhomogeneity. An example of the gradient echo pulse diagram is presented in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Gradient echo pulse diagram.
Spin echoes are generated by the application of a 180° refocusing RF pulse after
excitation pulse. Unlike the gradient de-phasing in gradient echo sequences, the 180°
refocusing pulse effectively removes the de-phasing caused by magnetic field
inhomogeneities. Because of more effective re-phasing the spin echo is following the
T2, not T2*, relaxation and the amplitude of the signal is greater than the gradient echo
signal. The downside is that when the spins are not actively de- and re-phased, the TE
times are growing larger than in the gradient echo sequence. [44-47]

2.1.5. Image artifacts
There are numerous possible artifacts that may compromise the quality of magnetic
resonance images. Aliasing, ringing, motion, chemical shift and susceptibility artifacts
are not specific for any particular application in MRI and are commonly encountered in
clinical imaging. A collection of images representing the artifacts is presented in Figure
9. [48-51]
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Image aliasing occurs if signal is received beyond chosen field of view (FOV) in phase
encoding direction. The undesired signal is sampled to the k-space and transformed to
image space along with the signal from the FOV. The result is an image where the
unwanted parts of the image slice are wrapped over the desired image. Aliasing can be
corrected by increasing the number of samples to cover the whole signal producing area
or by nullifying the signal outside the desired FOV.
Gibbs or ringing artifact can be seen as bright and dark intensity changes in image
borders with rapid intensity changes. The ringing follows from insufficient sampling of
sharp intensity change. The lack of high frequency image frequencies is seen as bands
of high and low intensity. The effect of ringing artifact can be reduced by increasing
spatial encoding frequency.

Figure 9. (a) Aliasing artifact, (b) chemical shift artifact, (c) ringing artifact, (d)
susceptibility artifact caused by dental filling and (e) motion artifact caused by
respiration. Adopted from [50].
The motion artifacts are resulting from undesired movement in target area during the
imaging. If the location of the signal source is varied between the pulse repetitions, the
image becomes ambiguous. The artifact is seen as blurring and ghost images in the
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phase encoding direction. Often the cause of motion artifact is breathing motion and
image quality can be improved by introducing breath hold imaging or respiratory gating
as presented in Chapter 3.1.2.
Protons bound in water and fat molecules have different Larmor frequencies. The
frequency difference is transformed in image reconstruction to spatial shift between fat
and water in frequency encoding direction. The artifact is called chemical shift which
amount is depending on the main magnetic field strength, pixel size and used RF
receiving bandwidth. The effect of the artifact can be minimized by using large RF
bandwidth or simply by suppressing the fat signal if it is not needed in the images.
All materials have a property called permeability which is a measure of material´s
ability to support the formation of a magnetic field within itself. Basically higher the
permeability of the material, stronger the magnetic field density in and around the
object. The scanner can fine tune the main magnetic field to oppose the bending of the
field at borders with subtle permeability changes. However, most metals have high
permeability and susceptibility artifact is produced on and around the metallic object.
The artifact is seen as signal void in the images because the distortion of the magnetic
field is destroying the coherence of the spins and thus no signal can be detected from
the area.

2.1.6. Hardware
The hardware of the MRI scanner is based on three different types of coils and
electronics to drive them. The heart of the scanner is a superconducting coil generating
the main magnetic field. The gradient fields, which are used to achieve signal
localization, are formed with resistive gradient coils integrated in the scanner structure.
RF coils are needed for transmitting and receiving the RF signal. Often, the
transmission of the RF signal is done with a coil mounted in the scanner body whereas
receiving is done with separate coil close to the area of interest. [52]
In the course of development of the MRI machines there has been drive to reach higher
field strengths because it provides more signal as explained in Chapter 2.1.1.
Ultimately, this leads to better SNR which then can be utilized for increased spatial and
temporal resolution. Along with the main magnetic field, the frequency of transmitted
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RF field has to increase respectively. With increased frequency the body absorbs the RF
pulses more effectively and makes the even field strength distribution inside a body
harder to achieve. This is leading to higher specific absorption rate (SAR) and variable
magnetization tipping angles inside the FOV. [52, 53]
In order to achieve reasonable scanning speed, the switching of the gradient fields has to
be rapid exposing the scanner hardware to eddy currents (Figure 10). Currently the
speed of gradients are mainly restricted by the physiological limitations of the human
body. [52, 54, 55]

Figure 10. Illustration of the eddy current formation. Changing magnetic flux induces
electric current in the conductive medium which is again producing new magnetic field.
RF signal receiving is done with special coils that are optimized according to the
purpose of use. For example, the head coil is designed to give a good reception in head
volume whereas the spine coil is optimized to record signal only from back and spine.
Signal receiving can be done with multiple parallel coils if the sensitivity of each coil
relative to other is known. The parallel imaging can be speed up scanning remarkably
because the required signal for the image can be recorded faster. However, special
reconstruction methods are needed. [56]
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2.2. Phase contrast velocity encoded pulse sequence
In velocity encoded phase contrast pulse sequences, the velocity of the signal producing
tissue is transferred in the phase information of the acquired signal. This transformation
is normally based on the utilization of a bipolar gradient pulse in gradient echo imaging.
The formation of the gradient echo requires rephasing of the spins. Normally, this is
achieved by applying two gradients with identical moment apart from opposing
polarities on frequency encoding direction, hence the name bipolar pulse. However, the
strength of the magnetic field varies along the direction of the gradient so the phase of
the magnetization returns to zero only if the source of the signal remains stationary. [57]
If the signal source has a velocity component along the direction of the gradient, it
experiences the positive and negative gradient fields with different strengths and thus
the phase of the magnetization is not completely reversed. Moreover, the remaining
phase difference from the original is relative to the velocity of the source. Illustration of
the phase travel is presented in Figure 11. If it is assumed that the there is no
acceleration, the accumulated phase difference can be written with equation
,

(7)

where ϒ is the gyromagnetic ratio, v is the velocity of the signal source and G(t) is the
gradient [58]. From the equation, it is seen that by setting the shape and timing of the
bipolar gradient pulse and measuring the resulting phase, the velocity of the signal
source can be determined by solving the v.
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Figure 11. Illustration of spin phase development through the phase contrast velocity
encoded sequence. The green spin is stationary, blue is moving slowly to the negative
direction and the red is moving fast to the positive direction.
Phase image can be uniquely defined only within 2π range. Usually in the clinical
imaging sequences the phase offset is set so that π is representing the maximum flow
velocity that can be defined unambiguously and respectively -π is the same velocity
magnitude with opposite direction. The maximum velocity that the sequence is able to
handle is normally referred with the parameter VENC. In hardware terms the VENC
parameter controls the moment of the velocity encoding gradient. The difference
between the uniquely detectable maximum and minimum velocity is often referred as
velocity window.
Not all phase changes are originating from the movement. For example, main magnetic
field inhomogeneities and eddy currents among others are responsible for additional
phase accumulations. In response to this, typically two acquisitions with different phase
encoding gradients are used to minimize the unwanted effects. Most of the hardware
error factors are ruled out from the results when these two signals are subtracted with
exception of phase offset produced by velocity encoding gradient induced eddy
currents.
After the reconstruction and subtraction, the phase of each voxel in the image represents
the velocity in the direction of the applied bipolar gradient. Typically, the velocity map
is presented as an image where mid-gray pixel represents the stationary tissue and white
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and black pixels respectively maximum unambiguously measurable velocity in the
positive and negative directions along the velocity encoding gradient.

2.3. Introduction to fluid mechanics
The fluid in motion follows two principal rules: Firstly, there are no velocity
discontinuities in the flow. Secondly, there is no velocity discontinuity over the fluidbarrier border. This means that the fluid immediately attached to the wall of the fluid
channel is stationary and there is relation between the flow speed and the distance from
the wall.
The volume of blood remains relatively constant when the pressure is changing if
volumes under study are large compared to the size of the blood cells. Thus blood can
be considered as incompressible fluid especially when flow in large arteries are in
question. Generally the blood flow can be described with the Navier-Stokes equation for
incompressible fluid
,

(8)

where ρ is the density of fluid, v is the speed of the fluid, p is the pressure of the fluid,
the µ is the viscosity of the fluid and f represents other body forces such as gravity and
centrifugal force. The equation tells that the density of fluid is a scaling factor for the
flow.
The varying diameter of the blood vessels does have important effect on the flow. In
vessels with similar wall material the speed of the flow is inversely depending to the
diameter of the vessel squared. This means that if the diameter of the vessel is halved,
the speed of the blood flow is quadrupled as presented in Figure 12. The acceleration of
flow is giving a raise to more complex phenomenon called turbulence. [59]
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Figure 12. The speed of the flow relative to the location in the vessel with varying
diameter.
Generally, turbulence can be described as a collection of vortexes resulting from mixing
of fluids travelling with different speeds. The transition threshold between smooth
laminar flow and violent turbulent flow is not always easily determined from flow
characteristics. One commonly used parameter for describing the nature of a flow is
called the Reynolds number which represents the relation of inertial forces to the
viscosity of a fluid. The Reynolds number of flow can be calculated with an equation
,

(9)

where ρ is the density of a fluid, DL is the hydraulic diameter of a vessel, v is the
velocity of the flow and µ is the viscosity of the fluid. The hydraulic diameter can be
solved with equation
,

(10)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the vessel and L is the circumference of the vessel.
For the special case of a pipe with circular cross section the hydraulic diameter equals
the diameter of the cross section.
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There is no single value of Reynolds number that is dividing flow into laminar and
turbulent. However, it is presented that with a circular pipe in steady conditions flows
under Reynolds number 2300 are laminar and over 4000 turbulent. The mean Reynolds
number of flow in blood vessels is normally in the region of 2000 indicating laminar
flow. However, when stenosis is present in the vessel, possibly combined with pulsatile
flow, Reynolds numbers may reach high values up to 5000 - 15000. [60-62]

2.4. Magnetohydrodynamic effect
The magnetohydrodynamic effect is created by conducting fluid moving in magnetic
field. Blood is rich in ions making it an excellent conductor and a source of
magnetohydrodynamic potentials. The amount of magnetohydrodynamic voltage
produced can be described by equation
,

(11)

where B is the magnetic flux density, v is the velocity of the fluid, and L is the diameter
of the vessel. The relation to the main magnetic field strength means that the effect is
increasing in high magnetic fields. Also, the voltage is maximized when the direction of
the magnetic field and the flow are perpendicular. Strong magnetohydrodynamic
voltages are thus produced in the bends of large arteries where the speed and volume of
the blood is also high. Such places in human body include especially aortic arch, as
presented in Figure 13, and both the left and right pulmonary artery. [63, 64]
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Figure 13. The direction of the flow in the aortic arch in respect of main magnetic field
in typical imaging setup.
The electrical signal produced by the flowing arterial blood in the magnetic field is
added to the electrical signal generated by the contracting ventricles since both
phenomena are happening approximately simultaneously. This effect is especially
important in respect of electrocardiography (ECG) signal recording in a magnetic field.
Magnetohydrodynamic effect can be seen in ECG as higher T peak than expected. [65]
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2.5. ECG gating
In order to study heart with the MRI, the whole imaging process has to be synchronized
to the sinus rhythm of the heart. Usually this done with ECG gating using the electric
potential changes around the heart during the pumping cycle. The largest peak in the
ECG signal, the R-wave, is representing the contraction of the ventricles. An example
of the ECG signal with respective peak labels are presented in Figure 14. The R-wave is
typically set as the zero point of the heart cycle and all other time intervals are
referenced to it. Other methods for cardiac gating are based on pulse oximeter or rarely
on ultrasound [66]. Also, the whole gating process can be done retrospectively just by
looking at the MRI data [67].

Figure 14. Illustration of the ECG signal. The peaks are marked with respective labels.
The time span of single heartbeat is too short to form a magnetic resonance image with
good quality. ECG gating is used to set the imaging happen in the similar cardiac phase
of every heart cycle. When it is known which phase of the cycle the data is related to, it
is possible to generate an image of a single moment in heart cycle although the data is
obtained during several different heart cycles. However, major arrhythmias may
complicate the situation which is discussed in Chapter 3.2.5.
There are basically two cardiac gating methods in MRI to choose from: Prospective and
retrospective gating. In the prospective gating the R-R interval of the heart is estimated
beforehand. In the retrospective gating the scanner is imaging constantly and later the
acquired data is sorted according to the recorded heart beats. Both methods have unique
positive and negative aspects depending on the patient [68].
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Instead of ECG, vectorcardiography (VCG) is often used for cardiac gating in MRI. In
VGC the magnitude and the direction of the electric dipole of the heart is presented as a
vector. The basic principle of the VCG is presented in Figure 15. The method is more
robust in comparison with the ECG since the vector components can be filtered to
minimize interference. VCG gating is important especially with high field strengths
where the magnetohydrodynamic effect is strong. [69, 70]

Figure 15. Illustration of the basic principle of vectorcardiography. The travel of
heart´s electric vector is projected to the three orthogonal axes as presented with
broken green line. Adopted from[71].
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3. Review of error factors related to phase
contrast velocity encoded measurements
3.1. Physiological error factors
3.1.1. Deformation of the heart
During systolic part of the cardiac cycle, the aortic valve is moving distal to the
ventricle and the velocities of the moving aortic root and the arterial flow itself are
added up. During the diastolic part of the cardiac cycle the amount of flow is damped
when the aortic root is withdrawing back to its original position. The same happens also
with regurgitant flow but in opposite order since the direction of the flow is reversed. It
is reported that the extent of the cardiac movement during single heart cycle can be as
large as 1 cm with speed up to 10 cm/s. [72]

The most commonly used method for reducing the error generated by moving heart
structures is a careful positioning of the imaging plane. The optimal place for the plane
is far enough distal from the valve to leave distinct clearance but also close enough to
catch the laminar region of the flow. The optimal placement of the measurement plane
is further discussed in Chapter 3.2.6 and studied in detail in Chapters 4-6.
Another way to take the deformation of the heart in to account is to sacrifice part of the
imaging time to map anatomical landmarks. A special sequence can be used to detect
the position of the heart valve through the imaging sequence. With the help of the
anatomical navigator, the imaging slice can be positioned in respect to the position of
the heart valve during each heart phase instead of fixed hardware coordinates. This
method, called "Moving slice velocity mapping", is pioneered by Kozerke et al. [73].
However, moving slice velocity mapping is not yet available in commercial scanners.

3.1.2. Breathing motion
The heart´s position from one beat to another may change considerably due breathing
motion. Various methods from different breath holding techniques to sophisticated
signal processing methods have been presented to avoid breathing motion related error.
The easiest way to handle the breathing problem is to not care it at all and tolerate the
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results. If the images are put together from data collected during several R-R intervals,
as in cine sequences for example, the images are likely to become blurred. It is also
important to remember that if a stack of images is obtained without any corrective
measures, the consecutive slices are not necessary anatomically aligned. The image
quality in free-breathing imaging can be substantially improved if data averaging is
used. Especially with arrhythmic or very ill patient it might be the case that freebreathing imaging may be the most effective way to do cardiac imaging. [74]
If the quality of images needs to be improved, breathing movement has to be taken
account. The most straightforward method to achieve this is to request the patient to
stop breathing for a short period of time. Usually a 10-20 s breath-hold can be achieved.
Typically, this is long enough to scan a few slices of cine images. As in free-breathing
imaging, it has to be remembered that the position of the heart varies between the
successive breath-holds and thus the anatomical alignment of the structures may be
compromised.
There is also another error source in breath hold imaging: The physiological parameters
of flow are different during free-breathing and breath-hold. The amount of error is
studied by several groups with similar results [75-77]. It is found that the breath-holding
is reducing the amount of flow measured by phase contrast flow imaging compared with
free-breathing. However, if the patient is instructed to hold breath after expiration the
error is found to be in order of a few percents. With inspiratory breath-hold error up to
25% may be present [76].
Free-breathing imaging suffers from compromised image quality and breath-hold
imaging requires good cooperation of the patient which is not achieved in many cases.
Due to these difficulties, various technical methods are presented to decrease the effect
of breathing motion. Probably the most straightforward solution to monitor the
breathing cycle in the MRI is the use of a respiratory belt. In this method a special belt
is placed around patient´s abdomen which is sensing the movement of the abdominal
wall. With the information of the abdominal wall position, the imaging can be set to
occur at desired part of the breathing cycle. This method has been found to improve the
image quality considerably compared to free breathing studies. However, there is a risk
that the belt becomes dislocated during the imaging process and thus interrupts the
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whole study. Additionally, the method requires extra hardware to be present inside the
scanner with the possibility of susceptibility artifacts. [78]
The most effective technical solution to control breathing motion related artifacts is the
use of navigator pulse. Typically the position of the diaphragm is mapped with a one
dimensional navigator pulse which is blended in the actual imaging sequence. The
resulting navigator image is consisting of a grayscale bar which can be used to detect
the lung-diaphragm border through the imaging sequence. Typical positioning of the
navigator is through the diaphragm as presented in Figure 16. After the analysation of
the navigator data the breathing pattern for the length of imaging sequence is obtained
and can be used to correct movement artifact in the actual imaging data [79, 80]. In
addition to actual navigator position, an acceptance window has to be chosen. The
acceptance window determines how much the diaphragm can move without imaging
data to be discarded as presented in Figure 16. If too small value is chosen, the images
are sharp, but only a small part of the breathing cycle is used for imaging and the scan
duration may become inconveniently long. When using navigator correction, it is
always good to remember that the time used be the navigator pulse is away from the
actual imaging pulse which is lowering the efficiency of the imaging sequence,
especially if there is a navigator pulse included in every excitation cycle of the actual
imaging sequence [81].

Figure 16. Presentation of navigator position and acceptance window during typical
breathing pattern. Navigator is marked as light blue in the left image. Yellow boxes in
the right image are representing diaphragm positions which are inside the acceptance
window. Adopted from [51].
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3.1.3. Valve defects
Cardiac valves are shaping the flow downstream from the valve as the function of the
pressure difference over the valve. In case of normal aortic and pulmonary tract the
valve opens fully and provides relatively free passage of the blood towards the arteries.
However, if the valve becomes dysfunctional, it will effect strongly on the speed and
complexity of the velocity field downstream from the valve and produce error to the
velocity encoded flow studies as presented in Figure 17 [19, 82].

Figure 17. Flow patterns related to degrading of the heart valve.
Typically dysfunctionality, and ultimately stenosis, of the valve involves calcification
[83]. Probability of calcified heart valves becomes significant typically with patients in
the sixth decade of life or older. In addition to age, other risk factors include male
gender, smoking and elevated cholesterol levels. Additionally, a few percent of
population is carrying an aortic valve with only two leaves instead of three which is
increasing the risk of valve calcifying in even younger age due increased turbulent flow
[84]. Additionally, there are many congenital heart diseases that effect on the
functionality of the valves and therefore produce complex flow patterns.
In a dysfunctional valve the movement of the leaflets is limited which is increasing
pressure inside the ventricle. The speed of the flow is depending on both pressure
gradient and the cross-sectional area of the passage. If the speed of the flow increases, it
is inevitable that also the Reynolds number of the flow is increasing. At some point a
speed is reached where the nature of flow is changing towards more chaotic behavior. In
addition to pure speed, the exact form of the degenerated valve orifice is effecting
strongly to the shape of the jet [85].
If the valve degeneration proceeds to a critical stage, it is changed to an artificial model.
Currently there are two types on valve replacements: The classical type is a mechanical
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valve which is consisting from a one-way port attached to an anchoring structure. The
construction is found to be very durable but it has some flaws. Due to turbulent flow
behavior near valve components, some blood clotting may occur exposing patient to
extensive anti-coalugant therapy. There is also some regurgitant flow through the
mechanical valve closure. More recent approach to valve replacements is to use a
bioprosthetic valve which is essentially a pig heart valve fitted to a suitable structure.
Bioprosthetic valves are behaving almost like original ones in terms of flow, but are
typically having life span of only 10-12 years. In respect of flow imaging, the problem
in artificial valves is that each model has to be treated as individual. Every model,
especially mechanical ones, have some degree of turbulent processes involved in
normal forward flow as well as leakage. A gallery of different artificial valve types is
presented in Figure 18. [86]

Figure 18. Different types of prosthetic valves. A, Bileaflet mechanical valve; B,
monoleaflet mechanical valve; C, caged ball valve; D, stented porcine bioprosthesis; E,
stented pericardial bioprosthesis; F, stentless porcine bioprosthesis; G, percutaneous
bioprosthesis expanded over a balloon; H, self-expandable percutaneous bioprosthesis.
Image adopted from [87].
Also, artificial valves are typically producing susceptibility artifacts. The most of the
artificial heart valves are made from materials with low permeability and the artifact
does not extend beyond the implant itself [88]. In addition to artificial valves, the
susceptibility artifact of certain aortic stents may render all images from the thoracic
area unusable [89].
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3.2. Physical error factors
3.2.1. Phase aliasing
If the fluid velocity in the vessel of interest is exceeding the set velocity window,
aliasing occurs. This is a common situation in clinical imaging when a cardiovascular
disease is producing jets with high velocities up to 500 cm/s. Aliased signal phase is
wrapped over the velocity window and the peak velocities are detected with opposite
direction. An example of a phase wrap can be seen in Figure 19. Optimal selection of
the parameter VENC is important because a too low value causes aliasing but too high
leads to insufficient sensitivity.

Figure 19. Example of an aliased flow plot.
Numerous methods for overcoming the aliasing problem have been presented. The most
straightforward method is the use of baseline correction based on prior knowledge of
the measured flow. For example, if the flow direction is not changing over time, image
phase can be mapped as such that -π is representing stationary flow and

maximum

flow speed. Now in fact the velocity window has been fitted to match flow criteria and
the extended range can be used to avoid aliasing and increase sensitivity. Also, a
method where the parameter VENC is varied through the heart cycle to match the
maximum flow velocity in each phase of the heart cycle has been presented [90]. There
are also methods that can be utilized to unwrap an aliased image. Often these methods
are based on the detection of magnitude differences in adjacent voxels coupled with
statistical processing as in Guang et al. [91].
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3.2.2. Partial volume artifacts
Phase contrast flow volume measurement is in principle an integration spatially over the
voxel volume and temporally over the duration of the flow encoding gradient. This
means that the voxels, which consist only partly of the desired flow medium, are
averaged to mean flow velocity inside the voxel. Usually this happens at the lumen
border where the voxels contain both stationary tissue and flowing blood. Example of
the situation is presented in the Figure 20.

Figure 20. Cross section of a round lumen where flow velocity is measured. Partial
volume artifact is experienced in the voxels which are marked with darker shade of
gray.
It is presented that the measurement error of 10% or less is achieved if at least 3 voxels
are covering the lumen diameter [92-94]. This is normally not a limiting factor when
major arteries are imaged with modern MRI scanners, but might become a major issue
if narrow vessels such as coronary or carotid arteries are studied. Also, if narrow high
speed jets are present, problems may evolve. The flow velocity at the core of the jet
may exceed the velocity of surrounding medium by multiple folds while being so
narrow that the rule of three voxels is not satisfied. This is leading to at least slight
underestimation of the peak flow speed in case of narrow jets.
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3.2.3. Intravoxel dephasing
In addition to being integration over volume, phase contrast flow measurement is
integration over the duration of the flow encoding gradient. This means that completely
accurate results are only received from the spins that travel in straight line with constant
speed. If a single voxel contains particles with varying speeds, also the spectrum of
phase offset is broad and the resulting net phase of the voxel is an average of all phase
vectors as presented in the Figure 21 [95].

Figure 21. Phase averaging within a voxel containing particles with multiple velocities
This limitation has significance when turbulent flow patterns are imaged. Blood flow in
the arteries is normally considered as laminar. However, several cardiovascular diseases
are known to produce turbulent flow patterns and spatial variation in flow velocity. If
the travel path of the spin is alternating from the straight line, the measured velocity is
underestimated. This is because the final spin phase is related to the distance travelled in
the flow encoding direction, not the total distance travelled. Examples of possible spin
paths within a voxel are presented in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Possible spin population travel paths within a voxel.
Methods to completely cancel out the effect of intravoxel dephasing do not exist. The
most straightforward method is to reduce the size of the imaging voxel [96]. Also, 4D
phase contrast flow imaging can be used but still straight paths are assumed. In addition
to the reduction of effects caused by turbulent fluid motion, it is equally important to be
able to detect its existence. Efforts to quantify the amount of turbulence within a voxel
have been made by Dyverfeld et al [20]. Simulation of the turbulent flow is also used to
provide additional information on the magnitude of error caused by intravoxel
dephasing in different setups [97].

3.2.4. Acceleration artifact
The technique used in the velocity encoded phase contrast imaging is only accurate with
non-accelerating motion. This restriction is originating from the sequence design with a
simple bipolar velocity encoding gradient. If the imaging plane is close to a region of
accelerating flow, an error is produced to the measured flow velocities. Also, equation 7
is no longer valid since the velocity cannot be considered constant any more but as a
function of time. If accelerating flow is imaged, the measured velocity is the mean of all
velocities in the voxel over the duration of the velocity encoding gradient. Hence, the
speed of accelerating flow is underestimated and decelerating flow overestimated. [12,
31, 98, 99]
In hydrodynamics the acceleration of the flow normally occurs when the cross section
of the vessel is changing. As presented in Chapter 2.3., the speed of the flow is
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inversely proportional to the vessel cross section squared. This means that rapid changes
in a vessel diameter are leading to strong acceleration in flow (Figure 23). In the
cardiovascular system such rapid changes in cross section are present, for example, in
the vicinity of cardiac valves, especially if the valve is stenotic. In the stenotic cases
relatively steady blood flow in the ventricle may transform to a narrow jet with flow
speed up to 500 cm/s. If the measurement plane is overlapping with the decelerating
flow, the measured flow speed is underestimated. To minimize errors, it is
recommendable to place the measurement plane in the section of the vessel where the
vessel diameter stays constant. Also, the minimization of the TE time of the sequence
can be used to limit the amount of error as presented in Chapter 3.2.8. The optimal
position for the measurement plane is discussed in Chapters 3.2.6. and 4-6.

Figure 23. Flow accelerates if a narrowing is encountered in flow tract. Measurement
error would be present in the slice position marked with broken lines.
In a recently published study by Barker et al. a sequence designed to image the
acceleration of the flow was presented [100]. In the work acceleration encoded images
were obtained directly by the utilization of specialized flow encoding gradients. The
images were proven to be helpful in assessing abnormalities in the flow and visualize
complex flow patterns.
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3.2.5. Error sources related to cardiac gating
Prospective gating requires the operator to assign expected R-R interval before the
imaging starts. When the R wave is detected, the scanner takes image frames for the
duration of the set interval. In practice, somewhat shorter interval than the actual R-R
time has to be chosen to avoid overlap with the next R wave. This is also the biggest
weakness of the prospective gating because the last part of the heart cycle before the
next R wave is not detected. On the other hand, prospective gating is robust. Normally
major imaging artifacts caused by arrhythmias can be ignored because imaging is
always started at the same phase of the heart cycle. This can be enforced even more by
assigning arrhythmia rejection periods in relative to the R-wave where possible miss
triggering is ignored. The schema of prospective gating is presented in Figure 24.
Retrospective gating can be described as an automatic method. It enables constant
imaging with simultaneous ECG recording without online synchronization. Imaging is
continued until required amount of data is collected. After the collection, the data is
sorted according to the ECG into bins with desired duration. These data bins are then
reconstructed individually to images representing respective heart phase. An example of
retrospective gating is presented in Figure 24. In case of normal ECG, top quality flow
image series are achieved. However, if the length of the R-R interval is changing
radically from beat to beat or arrhythmias are involved, major artifacts may follow. This
is because the sorting algorithm no longer knows which parts of the data are linked if
the location of the R-wave becomes ambiguous.

Figure 24. Retrospective and prospective gating. Image frames marked with green
squares.
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3.2.6. Slice position
Position of the imaging slice can have a strong impact on the flow measurements [26].
Some physiological factors, such as the amount of regurgitant flow, are best measured
from different imaging slice location than the peak forward flow velocity for example.
The importance of correct slice positioning is strongly related to the speed of the flow,
which is further discussed in Chapters 4-6. With normal morphology and normal flow
velocities it is not likely that slice position induced measurement error is going to have
effect on the analysis. However, with highly accelerated flow there are complex
processes which are varying along the direction of propagation and thus making good
slice positioning invaluable.
Theoretically there are unlimited number of possible slice positions to choose from.
Aorta is used here as an example vessel of interest to discuss about four measurement
planes which are representing respectfully four different flow environments. These
environments are immediately before and after the aortic valve, at the sinotubular
junction and in the ascending aorta. The graphical representation of the planes can be
seen in Figure 25.

Figure 25. The model of the left ventricular outflow tract. Four example slice positions
are shown: Just before the aortic valve (1), immediately after the aortic valve (2), at
the sinotubular junction (3) and in the ascending aorta (4).
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The measurement plane immediately before the aortic valve has many negative features.
The diameter of a ventricle is normally narrow progressively towards to the valve so the
nature of the flow is accelerating during the systole and thus making phase contrast flow
measurement method inaccurate [101]. Ventricles are also moving during the heart
cycle which may induce flows which are not contributing to the cardiac output.
Nonelethess, the plane just before the aortic valve is a viable location to measure
regurgitant flow [16].
When considering cardiac output, the measurement plane just after the aortic valve is
physiologically the most relevant. This is because all the blood from the ventricle
accounted in the net blood flow has to pass this plane. From the technical side, there are
challenges. The first one is the movement of the aortic valve during the heart cycle. The
movement of the valve may extend even up to 1.2 cm and reach velocities that are able
to produce offset to the velocity encoded images [72]. Also, moving leaves of the valve
can produce major artifacts to the phase images. There are a few papers which are
describing sequences with variable measurement planes to solve this problem [72, 73].
In these sequences aortic valve is mapped throughout the heart cycle and the location of
the measurement plane is defined by the distance from the valve. Another problem
involved in the close proximity of the valve is the acceleration artifact. With modest
flow speeds there is no significant deceleration present. Some heart diseases are
however connected with stenotic dysfunction of the valve which may produce jets with
speed up to 500 cm/s. After the high speed jet has passed the valve, rapid deceleration
occurs and produces acceleration artifact to the measurements. The acceleration artifact
is discussed in Chapter 3.2.4.
The easiest way to reduce the acceleration artifact is to move the measurement plane
further to the downstream from the valve. The next interesting measurement plane is at
the sinotubular junction. In most cases the flow in this region is relatively laminar and
the acceleration artifact is producing only minor error even in the stenotic case.
However, coronary arteries are originating upstream from the sinotubular junction and
thus coronary blood flow is absent from the measurements performed at this level. The
percentual amount of the coronal flow out of the total cardiac output is varying from
person to person, producing a small yet unpredictable error to the flow results. [59]
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It is also a considerable option to place the measurement plane all the way up to the
ascending aorta. The diameter of the ascending aorta is relatively constant although
there are some temporal variations due to pulsatile nature of blood flow. The
acceleration artifact is thus minimized and the flow is theoretically very laminar.
However, jets originating from stenotic heart valves may extend all the way to the
ascending aorta and produce turbulent flow. Also, if there is any regurgitant flow
present at the valve, it is unlikely that it can be seen in the ascending aorta. This is
because the blood volume involved in the regurgitant volume is reserved in the enlarged
aortic root during the systolic phase. Additionally, as in the measurement plane at the
sinotubular junction, coronary blood flow is absent from the measurements made in the
ascending aorta. [59]

3.2.7. Slice alignment
In clinical use, the flow is usually encoded in one direction. In case of diverting flow
and encoding vectors, the speed of the flow is underestimated by a factor of cos α,
where α represents the angle between the flow velocity and the flow encoding direction.
Also, the encoding direction and the flow velocity vector may be aligned, but the
measurement plane is not perpendicular to the vessel of interest. In this case the crosssectional area of lumen is misregistered oversize by a factor of 1/cos α. Enlargement of
the lumen as a funtion of α is visualized in Figure 26. [102]
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Figure 26. Example slice alignments on the left and corresponding flow lumens on the
right.
In the currently used commercial scanners the flow encoding direction is usually set to
be perpendicular to the scan plane to avoid problems with measurements. In this
particular situation flow encoding direction misalignment and oblique scan plane are
effectively cancelling each other out [102]. However, the underestimation of the peak
flow velocity is still present and has to be taken into account.
Also, in the case of stenotic flow there might be one or more jets present within a flow.
The jet may alter from both the direction of the vessel and the general flow direction in
the vicinity. In these cases it is impossible to completely avoid misalignment errors.
However, it advisable to optimize the measurement according to the jet to catch the
peak velocity of the flow.
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3.2.8. The effect of TE time
The measured velocity in a single voxel is integrated over the duration of the velocity
encoding gradient. In commercial scanners it is difficult to find out the actual length of
the velocity encoding gradient. However, it has to be shorter than the TE time of the
sequence and most likely closely depending on the TE time as well. [96]
The effect of TE time was extensively studied by O´Brien et al [58, 96, 103]. The group
suggested that the principal method of decreasing the error in velocity encoded flow
measurements would be to lower the TE as low as possible. With minimum TE time,
the effect of turbulent processes in the flow and irregularities of the hardware would be
minimized. In their in vitro work O´Brien et al. studied how MRI phase contrast
sequences with different TE times succeeded in the measurement of flow volume in
stenotic setup. It was demonstrated that the measured flow volume was significantly
underestimated even at the moderate speed of 300 cm/s with TE of 4.8 ms whereas the
measurement was relatively error free with flow velocities up to 500 cm/s when TE of 2
ms was used. In their later in vivo study the group used an ultra short TE sequence
(UTE) with only 0.65 ms TE and compared the results with a more conventional phase
contrast sequence with TE of 2.85 ms. It was noted that the UTE was able to record
consistent velocity profiles in the human aorta independent of the slice position distance
to the valve whereas the variation in results between the measurement positions were
considerably higher in the sequence with longer TE time.
In commercial scanners it is normally not possible to achieve TE times much less than 2
ms in phase contrast sequences and even in the experimental setups 0.65 ms mentioned
above is the current state of art. The problem with the very low TEs is that the slew rate
of the gradients has to be very high. This itself is also a factor that is limiting the
minimum achievable TE, but before everything, it is giving a raise to excessive phase
errors originating from eddy currents [96]. Eddy currents related artifacts are discussed
in Chapter 3.2.10.
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3.2.9. Temporal resolution
When flow volume through a chosen surface during one heart cycle is measured, the
duration of the cycle is divided into a number of image frames. The optimal number of
image frames chosen for a sequence is essentially limited by two factors: velocity
averaging and signal to noise ratio (SNR). If the number of image frames is set very
high, less signal is used to form a velocity encoded phase image and thus SNR is
decreasing. On the other hand, if a very low number of image frames is used, velocity
averaging occurs.
The effect of the number of image frames was studied by Garcia et al [104]. They
presented that only small changes in measured flow volume was seen if at least 24
image frames were used. Even with 16 image frames deviation is within tolerable limits.
The effect of the number of used image frames on the measured flow volume can be
seen in Figure 27. However, it has to be kept in mind that in case of exceptionally fast
flow the averaging of the flow becomes more important issue and number of image
frames has to be increased.

Figure 27. The relative measured flow volume compared to the flow volume measured
with 194 image frames (phases) per heart cycle[104].
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3.2.10. Eddy currents
Whereas in standard image reconstruction phase offset of a few degrees do not notably
affect image quality, in phase contrast flow imaging it is directly transferred to velocity
offset. A recent study Gatehouse et al. pointed out that currently there is velocity offset
incorporated in images obtained with all commercial scanners produced by three
different manufacturers [105]. Mostly this is a problem the hardware producers are
constantly battling against but there are also some error reducing methods that can be
applied by the user.
Practically all offset producing eddy currents are produced by the velocity encoding
gradient since the actual phase image is formed by subtracting two images with
identical settings apart from the gradient. The strength of the produced eddy currents
can be lowered by decreasing the slew rate of the gradients. However, TE time is
respectively increased to undesired levels if the slew rate is lowered too much. The
amount of phase offset produced by eddy currents is practically impossible to predict
beforehand. In a recent study the effect of several imaging parameters on phase offset
was studied by Rolf et al. who found no major link applicable to all scanners [106].
Currently two methods are used to correct eddy current induced phase offsets. The first
one uses phase of a known stationary tissue adjacent to the vessel of interest. The phase
of all voxels in the image is corrected by the angle measured in the stationary tissue.
However, usually there is no guaranteed stationary tissue immediately next to the
desired area and neither is the phase offset constant over the image [107]. The other
correction method is based on the utilization of a stationary phantom. The phantom is
placed in the scanner immediately after the patient and the sequence is run again with
exactly same slice position and parameters [108-110]. The phantom image is used as a
correction map which can be applied to the patient image. Results achieved with the
method are rather impressive as presented in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Effect of the phantom correction method on the flow volume ratio of the
pulmonar and systolic flow. Relative results presented by Holland et al. [110] on the
left and absolute result produced by Chernobelsky et al. [108] on the right.

3.2.11. Chemical shift artifact
Chemical shift has not been considered having major impact on phase contrast flow
encoded imaging in the past. However, in a recent paper Middione et al. presented that
over 5% error can be produced to the results if perivascular fat is present [111]. The
error was generated when there was a layer of perivascular fat around the blood vessel
and the imaging sequence had a narrow bandwidth. In that case, the stationary fat signal
may shift inside of the vessel lumen as presented in Figure 29.

Figure 29. The chemical shift of the perivascular fat.
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In their study Middione et al. show that the amount of chemical shift artifact is
depending on bandwidth and TE time of the used imaging sequence. For example, in
volunteers with pericardial fat, the mean difference in net forward volume was 6.4 ml
between the least and most error prone sequence used. The presented methods to reduce
chemical shift artifact does include the use of high RF bandwidth and sophisticated
selection of the TE time. In respect of TE time selection, it is shown that minimum
amount of chemical shift error is produced when the fat and blood signals are in phase.
However, this conflicts with the assumption that the minimum error is achieved with
minimum TE.
When the diameter of the vessel in interest is exceptionally small compared with
amount of perivascular fat involved, it might be advisable to take special measures to
limit the amount of chemical shift artifact. With minor amount of perivascular fat and
major arteries it is likely that efforts to reduce chemical shift artifact may generate more
problems than solve.
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4. Effect of slice location on measured flow volume: Materials
and methods
4.1. Study population
The study population was consisting of seven patients with aortic or pulmonar stenosis
and two controls. All patients were imaged with clinical indications and had a stenotic
heart valve incorporating flow speed of at least 250 cm/s. The study is a part of larger
Helsinki Medical Imaging Center´s project on improving the quality of cardiac
magnetic resonance studies. The study had a permission of the institutional ethics
committee.

4.2. Phase contrast flow imaging
Imaging was done with a 1.5T Siemens Avanto scanner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen,
Germany). Standard 6 channel body coil with 6 channel spine coil was used with all
patients. Cardiac gating was done with a standard remote sensor package using three
electrode VCG system.
Phase contrast flow imaging protocol was as follows: First, the in plane phase contrast
measurement was carried out along the left and right outflow tract to assess the velocity
and the direction of the flow. Alignment of the in-plane measurement was done with the
help of anatomical 2-chamber, 4-chamber, short axis and left or right ventricular
outflow tract cine images. The magnitude image of the in-plane measurement was used
to verify the location of the valve and in-plane phase contrast image was used to
estimate the peak flow velocity. Also, the direction of the jet was verified in the case of
considerable variation from the outflow tract direction to avoid error caused by
measurement plane misalignment. Through-plane measurements were then done with 35 different distances from the valve (Figure 30). All the planes were parallel and placed
successively 6 mm apart from each other. The number of the planes were limited by the
length of the tract allowing free progress of the jet.
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Figure 30. Illustration of the used slice positioning. Magnitude image on the top left,
phase image on the top right and the schematic diagram of the slice positioning in case
of 4 image slices on the bottom.
Flow images were acquired in a single breath hold with a phase contrast fast gradient
echo pulse sequence using GRAPPA parallel imaging factor of two. The acquisition
parameters are presented in Table 1. The VENC values varied between 275-450 cm/s
with patients and 100-150 cm/s with controls. The duration of the breath hold was
approximately 20s depending on the heart rate of the patient.
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Table 1. Sequence parameters.

TR (ms)
TE (ms)
Slice thickness (mm)
Acquisition matrix
FOV (mm)
Flip angle (degrees)
Image frames

in-plane
9,6
2,1
5,5
192 x 192
320 x 320
30
20

through-plane
12,2
3,1
6
256 x 256
320 x 320
30
20

4.3. Phase contrast image analysis
The phase contrast image data was analyzed with the Argus software (Siemens Medical
Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The ROI was determined in the cardiac phase containing
the largest flow volume and extended to other image frames with the contour sensing
feature of the program. Contours were corrected manually before the actual
measurement in case of artifacts near the area of interest [112]. The stroke volume was
calculated with the ARGUS analyzation software (Siemens Medical, Erlangen,
Germany) by determining the amount of flow in each phase and summing up the flow
volumes. The position of the imaging plane relative to the valve was observed at the end
of the systolic phase to detect the most distal position of the valve.
The interobserver reproducibility of the flow volume measurements was evaluated in 6
patients and 2 volunteers. Two independent observers measured the amount of flow in
all scanned planes. A correlation coefficient was then calculated for the measurements
[113].

4.4. Static phantom
A static gelatine phantom was used to assess hardware induced flow offset in the used
scanner. The phantom was built by filling 10 liter plastic container with 5mmol/l of GdDTPA doped gelatine. The phantom was placed at the position where it lies
approximately in the place of patients heart during CMR study. After that, three phase
contrast flow images were taken in transversal direction distributed equally along the
phantom. The used image parameters were the same presented in Table 1 for the
through-plane images. Venc value of 400 cm/s was used in imaging to imitate the
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conditions when imaging a patient with stenotic heart valve. In each slice the amount of
mean flow velocity offset were measured in 5 locations as presented in Figure 31. The
size of each circular region of interest (ROI) was approximately 8 cm2 imitating typical
cross-sectional area of the left or right outflow tract.

Figure 31. Phase contrast image of the static gel phantom. Used ROIs marked with
black circles.
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5. Results
Measured relative stroke volumes against the measurement plane distance from the
valve are presented in Figure 32. In stenotic cases measured stroke volumes were found
to vary 10-25% within a centimeter contrary to the volunteers where measured stroke
volume varied less than 10% in the same range. In patient group, the peak stroke
volume was measured 1.3-2.5 cm distal to the valve in 5 out of 7 patients. In two case
the measurement plane location with peak flow volume could not be measured due to
morphological restrictions. In one control the flow volume measured closest to the valve
wall is likely effected by valve movement. Stroke volumes and flow velocities of the
patients are presented in Table 2.

Figure 32. Measured stroke volumes plotted against the measurement plane distance
from the valve. Volumes measured in case of stenotic arteries marked with continuous
line and controls with normal morphology marked with broken line.
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Table 2. Stroke volume and peak flow velocity statistics of the patient group.

Stroke volume
Flow velocity

mean
108.0 ml
346.5 cm/s

SD
24.4 ml
75.8 cm/s

range
72.1 - 133.4 ml
265.8 – 433.4 cm/s

The correlation coefficient in the intraobserver flow volume measurements was found to
be 0.95 (p<0.0001) .
The mean flow velocity offset measured with all the ROIs in the phantom was 0.7 cm/s
with standard deviation of 3.3 cm/s and a range of -3.7 - 9 cm/s. The offset was
considerably smaller in the subgroup of ROIs consisting only ones in the middle of each
image slice where the mean offset was 0.3 cm/s and the standard deviation 1.1 cm/s.
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6. Discussion
Measurement of the stroke volume in the presence of stenotic flow is prone to numerous
errors. The key to successful flow study is to recognize error factors and minimize their
effect by adjusting imaging parameters and taking physiological elements into account.
In this study the effect of the image plane distance to the valve on measured stroke
volume has been investigated. The image plane distance from the valve has a major
impact on the amount of acceleration artifact and partial volume effects. It was found
that there is an optimal measurement region and it is not substantially altering between
the patients. In stenotic patients with accelerated aortic or pulmonal flow the optimal
slice is approximately 2 cm distal to the valve. Without further knowledge of the present
flow patterns, this should be a valid guideline to decrease measurement error. However,
in case of complex morphology or extreme flow speed, it has to be accepted that the
optimal measurement plane may be impossible to achieve and approximately 10-25%
error originating from non-optimal slice positioning can be present. The estimated
amount of stroke volume measurement error caused by different sources is presented in
Table 3.
Table 3. Effect of the error sources involved in phase contrast stroke volume
measurement approximated with flow speed 400 cm/s and the used sequence properties.
Source of error
Slice position
Slice alignment
Eddy currents

Amount of error
10-25% 1
4% 2
10% 3
4% 4
7% 5
5% 6

Valve movement
Temporal resolution
1

As presented in this study
20 degree misalignment. Greil et al. [102]
3
Gatehouse et al. [105] and Rolf et al. [106]
4
Phantom measurements
5
According to systolic volume measurements by Kozerke et al. [72, 73]
6
With 16 image frames per heart cycle. Garcia et al. [104]
2
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The underestimation of the flow measured immediately after the heart valve is most
likely caused by acceleration artifact. The used bipolar gradients are producing error if
the speed of the flow is changing in the vicinity of image slice. The theoretical effective
range of acceleration artifact can be determined if the duration of the flow encoding
bipolar gradient is known. Assuming that the flow encoding gradient is switched on
immediately after the slice selective RF pulse, the effective range is close to the product
of TE and peak flow velocity. In the case of high flow speed of 400 cm/s, this range
extends to 1.2 cm with TE time of 3.1 ms used in the through-plane measurements. In
this study, we found that the maximum measured stroke volume is achieved in a plane
even further from the valve. This may also result partly from flow pattern changes due
to the moving heart valve. When the measurement plane distance from the valve is
increased, partial volume effects inflicted by turbulent flow are becoming a dominating
factor effecting measured stroke volume [97]. This is most likely producing the evident
decrease in measured stroke volumes with measurement plane to valve ranges extending
over 2 cm.
There was no access to sophisticated valve position mapping sequences which could
increase the accuracy of the results. In a recent study by Kozerke et al. the typical valve
movement during one R-R interval was measured to be 12 mm [73]. In this study slices
were positioned with the help of in-plane cine images representing the systolic phase to
avoid the direct effects of valve movement.
The phantom phase offset correction method presented by Holland et al. [110] was
tested, but it was not utilized in this study. The offset correction capability of the
method is unarguable, but the method itself may become too time consuming for
clinical use. The amount of eddy current offset was noted to be relatively small in our
imaging system which decreases the benefits of the use of phantom phase correction in
routine use. In the presented phantom measurements the mean velocity offset was
0.7cm/s. With of 80 heartbeats/min and typical 8 cm2 circular ROI this would produce
an error of 4.2 ml in the stroke volume representing approximately 4% error with the
mean stroke volume obtained in this study. However, despite the same sequence
parameters were used in the phantom study as in the patient study, there is still an
important difference in the setups. Scanner fine tunes magnetic field before scanning to
match the each subject of study individually. Thus, the exact amount of eddy currents
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and phase offset is also different for every patient. The used phantom is small and
evenly composed compared with human thoracic area and thus constant field in the
phantom is easier to achieve. It is likely that the used scanner produces larger flow
velocity offsets in a patient study compared to the phantom study. Nevertheless,
obtained phantom results represent a rough estimate for hardware produced error in the
used scanner.
Despite complex flow patterns, the interobserver variability of data analysis was found
to be low. Also, there was almost no difference in the interobserver correlation between
the patients and volunteers regardless of the major differences in the flow and
morphology characteristics.
The size of study population may limit results applicability to patients. Larger patient
and control population are needed to be able to use a statistical approach to determine
an optimal measurement plane.
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7. Conclusions
Phase contrast velocity encoded imaging provides a powerful non-invasive and nonionizing method for quantifying blood flow inside the human body. Nowadays even
smaller vessels can be studied and less patient cooperation is needed. However, due to
the technical complexity of MRI, it is important to understand the error mechanisms
affecting the accuracy of the results. Some of the error mechanisms are originating from
the physiological and anatomical conditions not always optimal for imaging. Other
sources of error are present because of the physical limitations in hardware. Some
processes may be simply too fast or small to be captured with the phase contrast
method. There are many methods for reducing the errors. Most of these methods are
embedded in the imaging process and are relatively invisible to the user. Some, on the
other hand, are relying on special equipment and operator´s skill to take each patient
into account individually.
In the presented study the effect of the image plane position on measured stroke volume
was measured. It was found that in case of accelerated flow there is less error if the
image plane is placed approximately 2 cm distal to the cardiac valve. If the image plane
was placed close to the cardiac valve or further down the flow tract, the error was
considerably larger. Such connection between the slice location and measured stroke
volume was not found in controls. The results can be applied to clinical work to
decrease flow measurement error by 10-25% in cases with accelerated flow.
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